
Produce the ultimate image



Who we are

PMC are one of the very few companies who have been

awarded an Emmy® for their contribution to recording

excellence. With film, it would be easier to list the blockbuster

movies which did not use PMC during the process of music

production and post. Titles include: Titanic, Die Another Day,

Spiderman 3, Pirates of the Caribbean and many more.

PMC reigns supreme throughout the leading mastering

houses, broadcasters and much of the professional world. 

Key clients include Stevie Wonder’s Wonderland Studio,

Prince, Brian May, Robbie Williams, Hospital HDTV Broadcast

London and for renowned classical labels such as Deutsche

Grammophon, Decca and Harmonia Mundi.

PMC’s design philosophy is quite a simple one, to design the

ideal loudspeaker solution with the highest resolution possible.

This supreme level of resolution is derived through unequalled

R&D into (ATL™) Advanced Transmission Line Loudspeaker

design and drive unit technology.

We believe a good loudspeaker should be able to relay the

purest intentions of the artist and give the listener the ultimate

audio experience.
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These stylishly framed bespoke printed

speaker grilles are an enhancement and

compliment to both the wafer 1™ and

wafer 2™ slim-line on-wall loudspeakers.

Their acoustically transparent, printed

grilles offer style and individuality to any

home entertainment system or

commercial installation. The grilles are

interchangeable with a range of

options from solid colours to any high

resolution image of your choice – build

a collection of grilles to suit your mood

and let your speakers enhance your

room theme. 

The wafer™ range epitomizes PMC´s

award winning professional monitoring

heritage in a compact and

groundbreaking design ideally suited to

the discerning listener and a perfect

match for all contemporary

installations. 

Choose an image from 

our vast image library or

simply supply your own.

Our image categories include:

Abstract, Artistic, Landscape,

Music and Nature.

Previews are available

on our website. 

With wafer-art™ you can now customize the wafer™

series of on-wall loudspeakers and experience the

ultimate studio reference quality sound in a highly

individual and elegant form – The perfect look and

perfect sound with wafer-art™

www.pmc-speakers.com

Each grille is individually produced 

with the highest quality, acoustically

transparent materials, using state of the

art manufacturing. Our extensive library

of striking images provides a superb

choice to suit all tastes and interiors. 

For the personal touch you can supply

your own high resolution digital image,

photograph or family portrait creating

your very own unique wafer -art™

speaker grille.

Both smaller

wafer 1™ and

wafer 2™ slim-line on

wall models follow the

identical design cues and

contain the same intelligent

innovations that allow for a perfect,

rich, room filling sound without the 

need for large traditional loudspeakers.  

Both models are ideal for use in stereo

or surround to create an unbeatable

home theatre system. The wafer 2™

provides deeper bass and the ability to

produce higher levels of sound and

therefore is suitable for both small and

large rooms. Subtle user adjustments

allow for tuning of the wafer™, so the

sound and the look can be tailored to

one’s personal taste and interior.



wafer™ installations

The wafer™ Professional heritage – 

The proof of the wafer’s ability to

communicate the true essence of a

piece of music or the spine tingling

tension of a movie is not only described

by the world’s audio press but

endorsed by the world’s leading

studios. Highly critical engineers rely on

the wafer’s clarity and reliability day in

day out whilst producing the

entertainment everybody enjoys. wafer™

models not only appear at  the BBC’s

Broadcasting House, London,  but they

are also used in the studios for the

creation of the legendary Dr.Who and

Torchwood series. 

Commercial installations 

& Home Cinema

wafer™ also appears throughout the

highly fashionable Rough Trade East

record store and both commercial and

private cinema’s throughout the globe.

A small sample of the comments

from leading audio magazines

wafer 1™

“There’s no denying the effectiveness

of its disappearing act” “the wafer1

sounds significantly bigger than one

expects” - Hifi Choice.

wafer 2™

“This is an exceptionally clever ‘stealth’

speaker, which takes unobtrusiveness

towards invisibility.  They are beautifully

even, delicately smooth with impressive

stereo imaging”

“The typical comment made by

industry insiders was “They can’t

possibly work!” when they saw these

hang-on-the-wall PMC speakers. They

were wrong!  The wafer2 most certainly

is a real hifi speaker”- Hifi Choice.
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